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DRONES'
CATCH#
CHEATERS

chools in Luoyang, China,

have starled using drones to

catch students who cheat on

the country's National College

Entrance Exam, known as the gaokao.

The two-day test, one of the most

difticult in the world, is the main basis

for university acceptance. Si Chen,

who grew up in China and took the tesi

in 2012, says it is "the most important

exam in a student's life."

That kind of pressure Pushes some

test takers to use high'tech cheating

methods, including camera pens that

transmit questions to an outsider who

can provide answers. The drones

are able to detect the radio signals

emitted by devices like these, and then

send the gadget's location to a staff

member, lf caught, cheaters maY be

banned from taking the test for up to

,3

* l :y': :"^":f:,':q -We&,:,:like the one above, isffi4
iused to find cheating test

takers in China. At left,
more than 1,700 students
parlicipate in an exam i

na's Shaanxi province

:,:i: it:rJ I r''

one reason testing is so competitive in china is that there are many more

students than universities have space for. China is the most populous country in

the world. About how many more people live in China than in the U'S'?
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three years. - Hailee Romain

RAT DREAMS
cientists have long known that rats dream when they sleep New

research suggests that whilE the rodents snooze' they imagine

places they hope to exPlore.

Freyja Olafsdottir, a neuroscientist at University College London, put

rats on a track where they could see a treat through a window but couldn't

get to it. Later, as the rats slept, their brain cells fired in patterns that

showed they were imagining being in the same place as the tasty treat'

olafsdottir says that the study teaches us about rats as well as people:

It suggests that sleep can help prepare us for the future' - Kathryn Free
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month, on average.

l2 ff:::i'"';1:::,""'*'
score on Britain's IQ test.

She beat the scores of

Albert Einstein and Stephen

Hawking by two points.

600,000 li.o",
of dahlias, a kind of flower, covering

this float depicting the artist Vincent

van Gogh. The parade celebrates the

NEW HUMAN
SPECIES

eep inside an underground cave in

South Africa, scientrsts discovered a

previously unknown species of human.

Archaeologists squeezed through

the cave's narrow opening and gathered about

1,600 bones belonging to at least 15 individuals.

The species, Homo naledi, revealed major surprises:

While its torso resembled that of early human ancestors that lived 3 million

years ago, its legs and feet appear more modern. H. naledialso had the

small brain of early humans, yet its hands resemble those o{ more recent,

sophisticated toolmakers. Today's humans are known as Homo sapiens

and evolved about 200,000 years ago.

The location of the remains is just as fascinating as the fossils.

"Either these people found their way into this cavern or they died at the

suface and were dragged down into this deep and very narrow series of

passageways," says Rick Potts, a paleoanthropologist at the Smithsonian

lnstitution in Washington, D.C. "That's one of the great mysteries: how

32,000 );Iffi:lJ:il,"
people were making porridge. Scientists

in ltaly made the discovery after analyzing

grains on an ancient grinding tool.

3s27
Estimated weight, in

pounds, of a dinosaur

named Sophie-the
most complete

Stegosaurus known.

The rare fossil was found in Wyoming.
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auction for microbiologist Alexander

Fleming's original 1928 culture of

penicillin, the first antibiotic drug.
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@ noso paL:
Research shows

that we behave
similarlY toward
robots, like this

Sony AIBO, as
we do toward

living pets.

FRIEND
I
E:

hat makes a good Pet?

Everyone has ar-r oPinion.

Maybe it's an animal that

happily greets You at the

door, or one that shows

affection when you pet it, or comes when

you call. But it's a given that a good pet

is alive, right? Maybe not. New research

suggests that people respond to robotic pets

in much the same way as we do to our living

animal comPanions.

"People like pets because we get pleasure

from taking care of another creature-

walking it, feeding it, giving it wateq" says

Katherine Houpt, a veterinarian who studied

animal behavior at Comell University in New

York. Research has shown that_-:-I99.9!en.-

get a dtop in lloqd ptessure-frompetting a

dog-it's a relaxation response," she says'

Despite the psychologicat and physiolog-

ical beneflts, not everyone is prepared to takt

on the responsibility that comes with owning

a living, breathing pet' That's prompted some

scientists to question whether robotic pets

could have the same effect.

ROBO RESEARCH
Alan Beck is the director of the Center

for the Human-Animal Bond at Purdue

University in Indiana. He and his colleagues

}t
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Move over, Rover. coutd robotic pefs one day replace the real thing?
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Gail Melson and T[acy Roberts study the
health beneflts of owning pets. To learn

more about how we interact with
robotic ones, he turned to AIBO, a

robotic dog made by Sony.

Engineers programmed AIBO to

. mimic behaviors seen in real dogs,

like fetching balls and looking at
you when you call. The upside:

Its owners don't have to buy8 
food, pick up poop, or take
it to the vet (see Sony
AIBO, right).

To see how people's

behavior compares when
we interact with living

pets versus robotic ones,

Beck studied more than
70 kids ages 7 to 15 as they
interacted with an AIBO and

a female Australian sheep

dog named Canis. He
also asked the kids
questions about how
they felt about the robot

and the dog.

When it came to pettinguv yvlL

and spending time with either Canis or
the robot, everyone preferred Canis. And
although kids showed more affection toward
the real dog, most kids showed affection for
AIBO too.

For instance, the kids were asked: ,,If

you were alone at home, would you feel
better with Canis?" Almost everyone said
they would feel better. When asked the same
question about AIBO, 74 percent said they

would feel better with AIBO.
Similarly, when asked if it's
wrong to hit a dog,

79 percent of kids said
yes. Seventy-three

percent said it was
wrong to hit the robot.

A TRUE BOND?
Although Beck's

study suggests that
people act similarly
toward real and robotic
dogs, a 2005 study found that
AIBO doesn't generate the same
physiological response.

When we spend time with live pets, our
brain releases a chemical called orytocin,
says Houpt. We release this same hormone
when we feel affection for people. Oxytocin
is believed to strengthen emotional bonds
between family and friends. Recent research
shows that dogs release ox5,tocin when
they're around us too.

"It's a tme interaction," says Beck.
"The dog really wants to be with you-it
recognizes you and gets pleasure from your
voice, facial expressions, and glance." Being
around AIBO, however, doesn't cause the
same release of orytocin in our brains.

Even though this suggests that we may
never see a robotic pet as equal to an
animal, Beck says his findings show that we
still see them differently from an ordinary
machine like a toaster. "I've never convinced
anyone to hit the AIBO," he says. "I wouldn,t
do it either." #

-And,reu: 
K\ei,n,

SONY
AIBO
From 1999 to

2006, Sony sold

about 150,000

AIBO robotic dogs.

Most were sold in

Japan, for a cost

of about $2,000
each. Sony was

willing to fix broken

AIBOs until this

past March, when

they discontinued

iepairs. Without

tech support,

some owners have

been forced to say

goodbye to their

robotic four-legged

friends-sometimes

with traditional

Japanese funerals
,l

I

CORE.
QUES-TION

Do you think that
a robotic pet

could replace

a living pet?

Support your

opinion.
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Special glasses let
colorblind people
see the world like

never before
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the field, scanning the end zone marked with - .*- @ - : blindness test.

Everyone shouldbright orange cones. "Dude," he exclaimed was colorblind. He'd always had trouble il';ili;'i"1;;"
suddenly, "I can see the cones!" distinguishing the orange cones from the :,1T.1"112-(lr,l

At first McPherson didn't understand green grass surounding them-untit he 'J3jj];".i1?'ll"lvrLr rrsrrurl uurr L urrucrstdlrr BIeeIt $,I':ISS SUI'I'OUIIOIIIS, [nem-UnUI ne peOple may be
what his teammate was talking about. The put on McPherson's glasses and the colors unable to see the

friend, a talented player, explained that he popped like never before. number 6 (above)'
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COLORBLINDNESS IOI
Colorblindness can refer to a variety

of color oi,si,on d,efi,cimcies ranging from
dfficulty in distinguishing certain colors to
complete absence of color vision (which is
very rare). Around 15 million
Americans-more than 4
percent of the population-have
some form of colorblindness.
The most conunon is red-green
colorblindness, which involves
trouble telling apart colors
containing red, yellow, or green.

Most types of colorblindness
don't affect aisual acuity, the
sharpness of vision.

Colorblindness is usually
inherited. It's caused by
problems with light-detecting
cells in the eye called cones (see

Irt-side the Human Eye, righ,t).
The eye normally has three
tlpes of cones, each containing
a drfferent light-sensitive
nrolecu-1e called a ytigment.
Each pigment is most sensitive
to a different waoelength of
light. \\ar-elength is the distance
between the peaks of a wave
of light energy. Wavelength is
related to light's color, but most
light is a mix of wavelengths.

Continued, on the nefit page

This diagram shows a cross section of the human eye and some anatomical
structures that play a role in our sense of sight. Cone cells contain three different
light-sensitive pigments. lf any of the pigments is missing or abnormal, a person
will be colorblind.

When light hits the back of the eye,
the brain rapidly combines and inter-

prets signals from the cones to create
the perception ofcolor. Ifany ofthe

three cone pigments is missing
or abnormal, a person will have
some form of colorblindness.

The genes for two of the
pigments are located on the
X chromosome, which plays a
role in determining a person's

sex. Tlpically men have one
X chromosome in each of their

cells and women have two.
If one of the cone pigment

genes on a man's X chromosome
is abnormal, he'll be colorblind: The

abnormal gene is the only copy he has.
A woman may have an abnormal gene on
one X chromosome, but as long as she has
a normal version of the gene on the other
one, she'll have full color vision. As a result,
colorblindness is far more common in men
than in women.

Layer at the back of the
eye; contains light-detecting
cells called rods and cones

,In1"rayercovering ff5"ifl,:"t"ffilli:T::1fi.
clear coating on a 

most of the eyeball allowing for perception of tolor
the front of the eve: \ 
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SEEING DIFFERENTLY
Colorblind people do just fine most of the

time but can run into problems in certain

situations. Some may have trouble telling

III

People with standard color vision have three types of cone

pigments. They're known as trichromats. Colorblind people who are

missing a pigment-so they're down to two-are known as dichromats.

But some people, particularly the close relatives of colorblind indi-

viduals, have four different cone pigments: the three normal ones plus

the abnormal one that causes colorblindness.

Some evidence suggests that these

four-coned people, known as tetrachro-

mats, may have a kind of super

color vision that allows them
' to see more subtle variations

ffi in color than anyone else.

Hypothetically, dichromats

can see about 10,000

shades, and trichromats

can see about 1 million.

Tetrachromats might be able

to see 100 million colors!

whether produce is ripe, seeing whether

meat is properly cooked, and noticing skin

rashes or sunburn. They also may be unable

to distinguish the colors oftraffic lights. In

daylight they can often tell the lights apart

by their positions on the traffic signal, but at

night it may be impossible to see.

In schools, "students sometimes have

difflculties, since a lot of information on

assignments may be color-coded," says

McPherson. The issue may even come up on

tests. Teachers may not realize that certain

students are colorblind-and students them-

selves may not know if they haven't been

tested. Currently, most states don't require

color vision testing in schools.

On the other hand, colorblindness may

have some upsides. Research suggests that

colorblind people can distinguish certain

colors that look identical to viewers with
standard color vision. And some tlpes of
colorblindness may give people an advantage

at detecting camouflage. During World War

II, colorblind serwicemen reportedly spotted

hidden enemy soldiers, ships, and weaponry

that others couldn't see.

TYPICAL VIEW
Here's how fall foliage

might appear to someone
with normal color vision.

COLORBLIND VIEW
I
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HOW THE
GLASSES WORK

. After McPherson

saw his Flisbee

teammate's reac-

tion, he decided
to focus on
creating lenses

for colorblind
people. His
glasses can

compensate for
certain types of
red-green color-

blindness by filtering
out yellow light. Yellow
falls between red and
green on the electro-

magnetic specttanl,
which includes a]l
types of light arranged

by wavelength.

Blocking some

Some researchers

hope to develop a
permanent cure

for colorblind-
ness. In 2009,

University of
Washington

scientist
Jay Neitz
injected

a
a pigment
gene into

the eyes of
two colorblind

$ adult monkeys.

Soon, the monkeys

I wuarWHAT SBEFO&= started passin{ tests

lNUMggRa f** ofcolorvisionthatthey

Most viewers wi1 had consistently failed before.Most viewers wi1 had consistently failed before.
see 29. Colorblind Someday, a gene-based fix could open
people may see
7o or no number. people's eyes to a colorful new world. #

- 
fmmifory llnry'

of that yellow light helps to more clearly
separate the red and green light that hits the
cones in the eye. That can help the wearer

distinguish red from green when the signals

from the cones are combined in the brain.
"Color perception isn't a simple reflex," says

Bevil Conway, a neuroscientist at Wellesley

College in Massachusetts who studies visual
perception. "It depends on hear,y computa-
tion that the brain performs on the informa-
tion it gets from the eye."

RESTORING THE RAINBOW?
McPherson conducted experiments

to find out how well the glasses worked.
Some people with red-green colorblindness
become much better at identifying colors
with ihe glasses on, and some improve their
petformance on certain tests of color vision.

The glasses don't work for everyone.
People who have an abnormal pigment may
notice a big difference in their color vision,
but people who are missing a pigment

usually don't see much improvement.
McPhercon cofoturded a company,

EnChroma, that sells the glasses. Anyone
can take a test at the company website to
see how likely it is that the glasses will help
(see Our Results, right).
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RESULTS
Science World asked colorblind f riends and colleagues to test

out the EnChroma glasses (working with a partner to confirm colors).

One tester noticed a big difference in greens, He reporled that street

and highway signs had always appeared muddy colored but popped

as bright green with the lenses on. Another tester said, "The trees are

different colors of greenl l've never been able to see that before." He

also reported that he was able to tell aparl the colors of the red and

green lights on a traff ic signal for the first time.

A third tester said the green light on a traffic signal had always

looked white to him, but with the glasses, it took on a new color,

He also noticed that red shirts seemed gray without the glasses but

reddish with them on. A fourth tester found that some objects that

originally appeared blue to her became purple with the glasses.

Yellows, on the other hand, became less bright.

A fifth tester saw no difference in his color vision with the glasses.

That wasn't a big surprise, since ihe online vision iest at the EnChroma

website predicted only a 30% chance that the glasses would help him.

Our testers loved wearing the glasses, but none of them were ready

to buy a pair at current prices (starting at $330).
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Hrw did y*u hee*m*
inter*sted in swartrts?
In college I wanted to coach sports.

I liked the idea of helPing a group

of individuals organize themselves

in a way that was efficient and

would score goals. I told my physics

professor it was hard to coordinate

a team of six or seven PlaYers: If
they do things wrong, Your strategY

goes out the window. He suggested

that I look at schools of fish and

colonies of ants. None ofthose

animals have a brain nearlY as

powerful as a human's, but theY do

what they're suPPosed to do when

they're Parl of a grouP. I did

what he suggested, and that's

how I became comPletelY

fascinated bY swarms.

.=,.r, :-1-.d #* * * lf:':* : t :l n'l e if:t?
Fish usually school together

for protection. [f a flrsh is in a

large crowd, it's less likelY to bt

eaten by a Predator than when

it's on its own. The flsh are

simon Garnier studies the science behind group behavior

iologist Simon Garnier is

fascinated by swa,rms-
many animals that move

together. Swarms can

often accomplish more

complicated goals than an individual

can on its own. From herds of sheeP

to schools of flsh and colonies of

ants, there's a lot humans can

leam from swarrns.

Garnier heads the Swarm

Lab at the New JerseY Institute

of Technology. He sPoke

with Sci,ence Worlcl abotttthe

science behind swarms, what

it's like to studY them, and how

Iearning to mimic their behavior

could allow PeoPle to work

better together.

12 NovEMBER l6,2oIs
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basically hiding behind each other.
Scientists call it a "selfish herd"-it's
not very brave.

The school also distracts preda-

tors. Imagine you have to catch a
tennis ball. If I send you a thousand
tennis balls, it's going to be hard for
1-ou to process which one to catch.
Shilarly, it's hard for a predator to
focus on one target inside a swarrfl.
Some birds, like starlings, fly in
large flocks for this reason.

iYhei i::ra= =i **ir**is *r*
,r'*iJ gt're r-:a:= ,= My team and I are
studyug leafcutter ants in Panama.

We're trying to understand how the
insects cut, transporl, and process
leaves for their food alrd nests. Ants
in a colony look like they're acting

randomly, but they're actually
well organized.

We're also looking at vocalization
among herds of goats and troops of
baboons in southwest Africa. We've

attached microphones arld tracking
collars to them. While they're on the
move, they vocalize a lot, but it's
not clear why. We're trying to flgure
out if they're saying "I'm here!" or
signaling that they want to change
direction, like "I'm going this way!"
We're iooking into how their move-
ment changes based on the sounds
they make.

i&rh.s l= !t ir::*;-*rt*nt t* st';*y
*!+'Siry*? Swarms can teach us
how to save time and energy. For
example, about $120 bitlion of gas

is wasted in the U.S. every year in
traffic jams. Ants don't have traffic
jams even though their colony can
consist of 20 million individuats.
One reason is that their "roads"
aren't fixed like ours. If we have a
three-lane highway, we can't easily
open a fourth. If people find ways
to mimic ant behavior, trafflc jams

could be avoided.

Swarms are also helping
engineers build better robots. Rather
than create one complex robot that's
expensive to build and develop,
engineers are making a lot of cheap,
simple robots that work together
so they're smart collectively. That
way, even if some of the robots
break, there are a lot left that can do
thejob. #

-Amy Barth
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uring a single weekend in June

this year, a stunning 152 wildfires

ignited in Alaska. Flames crackled

and spread through brush and

fallen branches, dried out bY warm

conditions and turned into perfect fuel. More

than 5 million acres of Alaskan forest have

burned so far this year-an area larger thart

Connecticut. This year may end up with the

most extensive wildfires in the state's history'

Alaska wasn't the only state on fire. Blazes

raged across Califomia, Washington, and

much of the rest of the West. Thousands of

people were evacuated as flames threatened

homes. Ertreme fire seasons like this are

becoming more conunon. Before 2000, more

than 8 million acres had never bumed in a

year in the U.S. Since 2000, there have been

six years when that happened' This trend

could be the new nomal.
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FiREST.+*Ttrffi
I\-ildfir'es happen when three factors come

together. says Matt Jolly of the U.S. Forest
Senice. Jolly is an ecologist, a scientist who
studies the coruiection between living things
and their enr-ironment.

The first factor is the weather. Hot, dry,
and windy conditions dry out pine needles,
branches, and other dead plant material on
the forest floor. That material becomes the

second factor: fuel. Once weather conditions
and fuel are in place, all that's needed is a
source of ignition: something that starts the
fire. In the westem U.S., that's usually light-
ning, says Jolly. In the eastem U.S., it's often
people igniting fires. Sometimes they do it
by accident, like when a campfire isn't put
out properly. Other times, people maliciously
start fires-that's called arson. And fireworks
are a conunon cause offires. "We see apeak

CHEMISTRY
BEHIND
A BTAZE

ffi
Anything that burns

can be fuel for a fire.
The drier the material,
the more easily it will
burn. Firef ighters stop
wildfires by lighting

small, controlled
fires to burn up dry,

dead plants that
could fuel a fire.

Fire needs oxygen
from the air to keep

burning. Wind supplies
fires with more oxygen,
helping them spread.

Firef ighters sometimes
use foam to act like
a blanket between
the fire and the air,
smothering the fire

until it goes out.

A fire needs a heat
source, like a match, to
ignite, or start. When

firefighters spray a fire
with water, the water
turns to steam. This

removes the fire's heat.

SCHOLASTIC.COM,/SCIENCEWORLD 15
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around the Fourth of
July," says Jolly.

People tend to view
flre as a catastrophe. It's

true that human-caused

wildflres are never a

good idea. But naturally

occurring wildfires aren't

always bad, Jolly says.

Forests rely on fires to
stay healthy: Blazes clear

the forest floor so that
new trees can grow. "Fire

has always been a par"t of nature,"

says Jolly. It's when fires threaten
people's lives and propefiy that we

see them as disasters.

*.:.ll"i i: i:; i l"l i:'l' r.i i:, i': l*..{Fi iir i:i

Lately, it seems like every time
you check the news duingfi,re
season-lhe time of year when

wildfires are most likely to ignite and

spread-you see photos of flames

raging out of control. The timing
varies widely depending on local

conditions, but summer and fall tend

to bring many fires in the West. Are

there really more fires than there

used to be, or does it.iust seem that

way? Jolly wanted to find out.

Jolly and his colleagues studied

weather data from around the

*q.*&.:;.., 3.
+a t ' -r'l
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world that scientists
had gathered over the

past 35 yearc. He and

his team looked for four
factors that increase

the chance of wildflres:

high temperatures, low
humidity, many rain-free

days, and high wind
speeds. They pinpointed

places that had experi-

enced all these condi-

tions at once, and how

long they had experienced them.

That told them how long the flre
seasons around the world had been

from 1979 to 2013. "Being able to

combine information about each day

for every place on the planet is really

powerful," says Jolly.

Jolly and his team found that
across one quarter ofthe parts of
Earth's surface where
plants grow, fire
season has lengthened.

G1obally, they found

that fire season has

gotten more than 18

percent longer, from
18 days to 22 days on

average. They also

found that the total
area at risk of fires has

doubled, increasing from 4.4 million
to 9.1 million square miles. "It's clear

that something has changed over the

Iast 35 years," says Jolly. But what?

r -i,.' tr :L!: !: r.r : ,,i:a
: la,i1 :::!r..i .,i-rr

The world is gradually heating

up. Earth's climate has always varied

over time, but over the past 100

years, average temperatures have

risen unusually quickly. Alaska, for
example, has warmed by more than

1.7'C (3'F) inthe past 50 years.

This warming trend, called

climate ch,ange, also creates the

hot, dry conditions that are ideal

for fires. Not all scientists agree on

exactly how climate change affects

Iire season or how big its role is.

But overall, research suggests that
climate change has contributed to
longer and more severe fire seasons.
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a

sal's climate scientist Gregg Garfin
of the University of Arizona.

Wildfires may be getting bigger
and lasting longer, but people are
flghting back to protect homes

and properf. Improvements in
firefighting technology have given

firefighters a host of new weapons.

The U.S. Forest Serwice uses

the same weather measures Jolly
studied to judge current conditions.
The agency uses the data to create
aJire d,onger rating that indicates
how likely it is that fire will strike
any given area in the near future.

The Forest Senice also uses the
data to create computer simulations
of the landscape, mapping where a
flre is likely to spread. The simula-
tion tool can make predictions as

far as two weeks ahead of time.
Firefighters carl e\-en virtually test
out a fire prevention method, such
as a controlled bunt-a carefully
managed fire set intentionally by
fire{ighters to reduce the amount
of fuel available and help prevent
bigger wildfires. "It's almost like
pla),tng a video game," Jolly says of
the simulations.

When it comes time to flght a
real fire, firefighters can fly over the
burning area in airplanes equipped
vith infrared scdnners. The scan-
ners allow them to find out exactly
where the fire is burning-even
rvhen it's too smoky or cloudy for
'hem to see well. That precise,
r 1p-to-the-minute information helps
tLenr devise a plan of attack.

\\lth these new tools, firefighters
carl use smarter strategies than
er-er before to battle blazes. And
if sciennsts are correct, they're
goirg to need all the help they can
get. If clinlare change continues as

predicted. sat-s Garfin, "the kinds of
fires that rre're seei-ng now are a hint
of what the future might hold." #

- Stephanie Watrsn Drimmer

WATER GUN ,ri

A gun would blast
water at high speed
to provide extreme .

extinguishing power.

EMERGENCY
RELEASE SYSTEM
Pulling on one of the rings
on either side of the thigh .

would make all the suit's ,

joints disassemble, freeing
the firefighter inside

FLASi{LIGI,.ITS
Flashlights would
be mounted on
each shoulder
for hands-free
illumination.

TOOI..HOLOFR
This would holster ,

a tool, such as the
Jaws of Life, used
to free victims' i::

trapped in rubble.',

J&

FOOT.WEIGHT
TRANSFER SYSTEM
The weight carried by
the firefighter would be

ferred down the
suit to this foot pad and
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Every year since 2OOZ scientists at the National lnstitute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) in Washington, D.C.,

dedicate a day to answering student questions about drugs. ln this annual online chat-Drugs and
Alcohol Chat Day*-teens across the country can ask the questions they most want answered, and
scientists answer them. No judgment. Just the facts.

To read the actual questions and answers-more than 2,50O-visit teens.drugabuse.gov/chatday2Ol5.
Here are a few Q&As inspired by Chat Day to give you some important facts now.

&: tt is bad for them! More than 480,000
people die every year from smoking-relatet
illnesses. But people smoke because the
nicotine in cigarettes is highly addictive.
Young people are especially sensitive to
nicotine's addictive effects, which is why
most smokers get addicted before age 18.

Some people mistakenly think that using
a hookah (water pipe) will let them use
tobacco but avoid the dangers of it. Not
true. Hookah smoke contains the same
chemicals as cigarette smoke and is also
linked to heart disease and lung cancer.
ln fact, a typical hookah session can
equal as many as 1O0 cigarettes.

*: Caffeine is generally safe at levels
found in beverages such as coffee,
soda, or energy drinks-though drinking
too much can make you feel sick.
However, there have been overdoses
from consuming caffeine powder. Just
a teaspoon of it is equal to 25 cups of
coffee-enough to kil! you! Too much
caffeine powder can cause fast and
erratic heartbeat, seizures, vomiting,
diarrhea, disorientation, and even deat

nuswePs-

Q: sOliE PEOPIJE SAY i/.APJJL,ANA
I5 DAAI6EROU5 AND OTHERS SAY TrS

NOT. WHATS THE TRUTH?

Q: Wl{f Do PEOPLE UsE
TOBACCO WHEN THB/ (NOW

rf9 @ BAD FOR THETA?

,i&t Scientific research has shown that mariluana can be
dangerous for teens because their brains are still
developing. Regular marijuana use may impact teens'
ability to learn and even lower their lQs. lt can also
impair driving ability, especially when combined with
alcohol. More recently, a lot of people have landed in
the emergency room having psychotic episodes after
eating food or candy containing marijuana. Not knowing
that THC (the mind-altering chemical in marijuana)
digests more slowly when eaten than when smoked, they
mistakenly eat multiple servings looking to increase or
speed up the mind-altering effects.

Ff$HIi!;r*-.
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Q: 6AN coFFEE KiILYOU?

Gneat -
question!!



Q: HOW I5 /UiRIJUANA
ADDTCTTVE?

&: Marijuana is addictive for some people,
with the risk increasing for those who start
using it as a teen. lt affects certain receptors
in the brain, called cannabinoid receptors,
which influence many functions, including
the brain's reward system. Over time, this
can make it difficult for some people to
stop using marijuana even when it's having
negative effects on their lives-this means
they have become addicted. Also, because
marijuana withdrawal can cause irritability
and restlessness and "looks" different from
withdrawal symptoms from drugs such as
heroin, some people might not realize they are
experiencing withdrawal.

Q: WHAT ARE /UOI.LY AND
sflIc€ AND WHIT ARE THEI/

rN THE NEWS?

Ihtl Q&As:
wwwFeens.
iiila|u.se€ov
lchaadaY

6B$ Both Molly and Spice have led to
hospitalizations and death, which makes
headlines. Molly is another name for a drug
called MDMA (also known as Ecstasy or X).

MDMA affects areas of your brain that help you
contro! your body temperature. lt can cause the
body to overheat to such an extreme that serious
heart and kidney problems can result. MDMA is
sometimes passed out at concerts and parties,
but more and more, what is being presented as
MDMA actually contains additional dangerous
chemicals or other drugs (and sometimes has no
MDMA at all). Spice, sometimes called K2 or "fake
marijuana," is a drug that is made by spraying
plant material with dangerous chemicals. These
chemicals can cause extreme reactions like
hallucinations, paranoia, and heart problems.

Q: HOW CAN r ET A FRIEND
TO STOP TAKTNo DRU6S?

&; tatting about drug use can be uncomfortable,
so we suggest you ask a trusted teacher or coach
to help you figure out how best to help your
friend. Without being judgmental, you can let
your friend know that you care and are
concerned, and that he or she can talk to a
trusted adult or a medical professional in
confidence. Also, the' anonymous national call
line at 1-800-273-TALK is not just for emergencies,
but can also connect your friend with a nearby
professional. There is also a helpful fact sheet at
drugabuse.gou/helpforteens.



O trar'arRY: Periodic Table

EHfiiBfit!
which element is used to repair bones, build planes,

and protect cell phones? Use these five clues and

the periodic table on the next page to find our.-rro,""n,,n

I :lI"3Ig:iJP.3Jl**:=* 
r.," 

(",.",,,,",

I contains minerals or metals). lt's often mixed with other

l****,**fi*f*""l
airplanes, and even some cell phone cases Got it already?

Score 1OO points. Otherwise, read clue 2'

20 NovEMBER IE,2BIs

ANATOMY OF
AN ELEMENT

ATOMIC NUMBER equals the

number of profons (PositivelY

charged particles) in an atom's

nucleus, or center. Each

element conststs of atoms that

all have the same number of

protons, and so each has a

unique atomic number. ln a

neutral atom, the number of

proions and the number of

electron s (negativelY charged
particles) are equal.

ATOMIC MASS is the average

mass of the naturallY occurring

/sotopes of an element,

lsotopes are atoms of an

element with the same number

of protons but with different
numbers of neutrons.
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Orthodontists sometimes
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use a high-tech "memory

wire" called nitinol in

braces. Nitinol is an alloy

of the mystery element

are members o,,n" ."Lloj;:: ')'#Tj,,.
dentist molds the wire to the current shape of
your teeth. When it's exposed to the heat of
your mouth, the wire slowly re-forms into its
original, straighter shape. This process pulls on
your teeth, gradually moving them into proper
alignment. Got it yet? Score 6O points. No
lurck? Check out clue 4.

SKfrN SAVER
White paint and many plastics

owe their whiteness to the mystery

element. When the element and
oxygen (O) are chemically bonded,
they form a powdery compound that
scatters most of the light that hits it.
That makes the powder-and anything

it's been added to-appear white. This reflec-
tive property also makes the compound a

common ingredient in sunscreens, since
harmful ultraviolet rays bounce off it.

Cracked the case? Score 40 points.
lf not, try the last clue.
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SPARKLY SILVER SHOW
lf you've ever watched fireworks, you've

witnessed lhe combustion, or burning, of the
mystery element. People who make fireworks
mix the mystery element with vanadium (V)

and aluminum (Al) to create a gray powder
that burns silvery white. lt makes spectacular
fireworks because the mystery element has a
very high melting point of 1,668.C (g,OO4.F)

and ignites easily in the air. Vanadium's atomic
number is one higher than that of the mystery
element. Figured out the mystery element?
Score 20 points. Then turn the page.

WHAT'S THE ELEMENT?
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Use the periodic table below and what you learned about the mystery

element on the previous pages to answer the following questions.

I " wni"n of the following shares

a period with aluminum (Al)?

@ lead (Pb) @ sulfur (S)

@ boron (B) @ zinc (Zn)

3, wnicn of the following is NoT

true of the mystery element?

@ tt tras a high melting point.

@ ft ignites easily in air.

@ tt is found in an ore.

@ t's magnetic.

3, wr,i"t'r element has 47

protons?

@titanium (Ti) @tin (sn)

@ siker (Ag) @ mercury (Hg)

The periodic table is a systematic way to organize Earth's e/ements-substances that each consist o{ only

one kind of atom. Today, there are 114 known and named chemical elements.

Elements on the periodic table are arranged by their atomic numbers in ascending order. Hydrogen (H),

{or example, has an atomic number of 1 and is the lightest known natural element.

Scientists have created elements with atomic numbers greater than 92, but they don't exist naturally. Such

elements must be confirmed by two different labs before their names can be added to the periodic table.

4, rne mystery element is a(n)

- 
metal.

@ inner transition

@ alkali

@ alkaline earth

@ transition

5. wnicn of the following is

a noble gas?

@ argon (Ar)

@ francium (Fr)

@ chlorine (Cl)

@ radium (Ra)

ffi
ffi
ffi
Hffiffi

ffi
ffi
ffi

ffi
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POOP FOR SALE!

ho knew poop

could be worth its
weight in gold? Last

year, buyers paid

$3,250 for what was

advertised as fossilized tuftle poop,

and $8,500 for a long, thin dinosaur
coprolite (fossilized dung). But
scientists are questioning whether
these 6-million-year-old specimens

(aboue), found in Washington State,

were ever actually poop.

Unlike fresh poop, coprolites
aren't squishy and smelly-they
became fossils millions of years

ago. "When you tell someone that
these are fossil feces, you see

them wrinkle up their noses," says

Karen Chin, a paleontologist at the
University of Colorado in Boulder.

"But they're rocks."
Coprolites can tell scientists a

ordinary rock.

Although the

specrmens

pictured
above

look like
dung, shape

isn't proof

enough that it's

lot about an extinct animal's diet.
Chin has found fragments of bone

in fossilized dung that was probably

from a Tyrannosauras rer.The
bone fragments suggest the dinos
gobbled down their food without
much chewing. Coprolites also
preserve things that are rarely found
in the/ossril record,like eggs from
a tapewor-rn. Finds like these not
only add to our understanding of
ancient species, they also prove that
a fossil is genuine dung-not just an

a coprolite. Chin says that rocks can

form turd-like shapes. For example,

if mud squeezes through a hole, it
can harden to look like a coprolite.

Chin also points out that since

dung is more delicate than bone, it's
less likely to fossilize. That means

it's harder to find a coprolite than a
fossilized bone. A quick burial ofthe
poop increases the odds that it will
transform into coprolite trffi"*nn

0 rne REAL DEAL:
Scientists found bone
fragments in this
T. rex coprolite found
in Alberta, Canada.
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I rossr-zeo TuRTLE
DUNG? These specimens
were auctioned oll for $3,250,
but scientists aren't so sure
they're really droppings,

Dino dung?
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Approxin:at* n*r::ber *f **ildings
in the lJ.S. that wiidfir*s e3*;troy

ler'leer \!;1xy 3rg ron)es.

estin:at*d percentage *f 11.5. wikJfires eaused

by peopie, rncstiy by a*eident {for exan'rple,

by noi extinguishing eampfires or eigarettes).
The rest are the result of lightninq or lava fiowg

&,& M*LLtm&{$ Auerase nrirnber 6t acres
burned annualNy in ttre U.S., 2OO5-2014

::ir,, I flili;,i-ii,i.Xi Number of acre$ burnerl in

ii:e U"$. this year as of late Septernber 201$
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-]OO ACRES OR MORE IN FORESTED LAND. OR 3OO ACRES OR MORE IN GRASSLAND OR BRUSH
SOURCEI NAT1ONAL INTERAGENCY FIRE CENTER

ffi.w
gi*'i*... $te*ri:.,$,

':r''. : r"-,1;rr'r:i'. :lr::.. ::'.1 r I Which state had lhe rnost large wildfireg in Septernber 2015? What weattrer candiiions
rnight have rnade parts of that state s.isceflt;bie to wildfires?
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"Firestorm" (p.14) discusses evidence that wildfires may be on the rise in the West.

Check out the information below to learn more about U.S. wildfires.


